
FLASH FICTION Stories in 800 words or less



HOW DOES FLASH FICTION WORK?

Flash fiction is an extremely short piece of writing that is often no 
more than 800 words. Longer flash fiction is no more than 1,500 
words.

 Flash fiction is often more sensory-based and focused on descriptive words.

 Flash fiction can also be very ambiguous

 It’s meant to make your reader THINK.



CHARACTERISTICS OF FLASH FICTION

Brevity

 Flash fiction attempts to condense a story into the fewest words possible.

 Flash fiction tries to tell the biggest, richest, most complex story possible within a certain word limit.

A Beginning, Middle, and End (not always in that order)

 Flash fiction has a strong emphasis on plot

 You should tell a complete story, rather than a half-one.

 But don’t think you have to tell it in the traditional sense! You can tell it however you want!

A Twist or Surprise at the End

 The fun part of flash fiction is that it can be whatever you want it to be!

 Give it a twist, or make it something no one expected it to be!



WORD COUNT

Being concise and to the point is important to working on a flash 
fiction piece

You should be able to tell your story in 800 or 1500 words

 This also means you have to be careful about WHAT words you use.

 Word choice is just as important as word count.



AMBIGUITY

Why is most flash fiction ambiguous?

You only have 800 words. You can’t tell the most verbose story in that little 
space.

 It’s also more fun. You get to allow the reader to make their own guesses as 
to what’s going on in the story.

 Your word choice plays into ambiguity. Being picky can sometimes be your friend.



SIX-WORD STORIES

The most famous:

“For sale: baby shoes, never worn,” written by Ernest Hemmingway.

A lot of six-word stories are six-word horror stories. These stories are meant to be 
brief and creepy.



EXAMPLES

https://www.buzzfeed.com/robinedds/truly-terrifying-five-word-horror-
stories?utm_term=.chOx10dVE#.pj10Ob7ZM

http://6wordshorts.tumblr.com/

https://www.buzzfeed.com/robinedds/truly-terrifying-five-word-horror-stories?utm_term=.chOx10dVE#.pj10Ob7ZM
http://6wordshorts.tumblr.com/


TRY IT!

Revisit a story you’ve written. Count the words. Now reduce the word count by half.

Write a story that takes place in an empty landscape.

Write a story that begins with, and consists mostly of, dialogue.


